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Abstract

This paper presentsThreaded Multi-Path Execution(TME),
which exploits existing hardware on a Simultaneous Multi-
threading (SMT) processor to speculatively execute multiple
paths of execution. When there are fewer threads in an SMT
processor than hardware contexts, threaded multi-path exe-
cution uses spare contexts to fetch and execute code along
the less likely path of hard-to-predict branches.

This paper describes the hardware mechanisms needed
to enable an SMT processor to efficiently spawn specula-
tive threads for threaded multi-path execution. TheMap-
ping Synchronization Busis described, which enables the
spawning of these multiple paths. Policies are examined for
deciding which branches to fork, and for managing competi-
tion between primary and alternate path threads for critical
resources. Our results show that TME increases the single
program performance of an SMT with eight thread contexts
by 14%-23% on average, depending on the misprediction
penalty, for programs with a high misprediction rate.

1 Introduction

A primary impediment to high throughput in superscalar pro-
cessors is the branch problem. Integer programs have on av-
erage 4 to 5 instructions between each branch instruction [1].
On today’s deeply pipelined processors, the CPU typically
has many unresolved branches in the machine at once. This
compounds the branch problem, particularly early in the
pipeline — the fetch unit will only be fetching useful instruc-
tions if all unresolved branches were predicted correctly. Our
results show thatli , despite 94% branch prediction accu-
racy, is fetching useless instructions 28% of the time, and
go , with 70% branch prediction accuracy, is fetching use-
less instructions 63% of the time. The branch problem will
become worse as the issue width and the number of pipeline
stages to resolve a branch increase for future processors.

Current branch prediction schemes are based on recog-
nizing branching patterns, and are extremely effective for
some branches. However, other branches will never fit into
this category because they are data-dependent on relatively

random data. For those branches, prediction is not a suf-
ficient solution. This paper examines a new speculative
execution technique calledThreaded Multi-Path Execution
(TME). TME uses resources already available on a simulta-
neous multithreading [7, 8] processor to achieve higher in-
struction level parallelism when there are only one or a few
processes running. By following both possible paths of a
conditional branch, in the best case we can completely elim-
inate the misprediction penalty if there is significant progress
down the correct path when the branch is resolved.

Simultaneous multithreading (SMT) allows multiple
hardware contexts, or threads, to dynamically share the re-
sources of a superscalar processor, even issuing instructions
from multiple threads in the same cycle. Multithreading is
effective when multiple threads share the system, but does
nothing to improve single-thread performance; TME is used
for this purpose. Tullsen, et al. [7], showed that SMT can
help relieve the branch problem by making the system more
tolerant of branch mispredictions, but only in a multiple-
thread scenario. Using idle threads on an SMT processor to
aid branch prediction is a natural match for the branch prob-
lem, because when branch performance is most critical (few
threads in execution), the resources we need to attack the
problem (idle contexts) are in abundance. The low overhead
of contexts on an SMT processor led us to investigate multi-
path execution, which differs from dual-path execution by
following both paths of multiple branches at once. A key ad-
vantage of the SMT architecture is that the physical register
file is already shared. Thus, the register state can be “copied”
from one context to another by simply copying the register
map, which is much smaller than the registers themselves.

This paper examines issues arising from the ability to ex-
ecutemultiplealternate paths, multiple predicted paths (i.e.,
many threads, or processes, active in the system), or both
at once. In addition, we detail a potential architecture for
threaded multi-path execution on an SMT processor. We use
a detailed simulation environment to evaluate results, and ex-
plore several alternatives for path spawning and thread prior-
ity strategies.

The SMT architecture we use is summarized in Sec-
tion 2, and modifications to that architecture to support



threaded multi-path execution are discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 describes the methods we use to evaluate the per-
formance of threaded multi-path execution, and Section 5
presents our results. Section 6 describes related work. We
summarize our contributions in Section 7.

2 An SMT Architecture

The TME architecture is an extension to a simultaneous mul-
tithreading processor. In this section we describe the base-
line SMT architecture, and in the next section the extensions
needed to enable threaded multi-path execution.

A simultaneous multithreading processor allows multi-
ple threads of execution to issue instructions to the functional
units each cycle. This can provide significantly higher pro-
cessor utilization than conventional superscalar processors.
The ability to combine instructions from multiple threads in
the same cycle allows simultaneous multithreading to both
hide latencies and more fully utilize the issue width of a wide
superscalar processor.

The baseline simultaneous multithreading architecture
we use is the SMT processor proposed by Tullsen et al. [7].
This processor has the ability to fetch up to eight instruc-
tions from the instruction cache each cycle. Those instruc-
tions, after decoding and register renaming, find their way to
one of two 32-entry instruction queues. Instructions are dy-
namically issued to the functional units when their register
operands are ready (as indicated by a busy-bit table, one bit
per physical register).

The memory hierarchy has 32KB direct-mapped instruc-
tion and data caches, a 256 KB 4-way set-associative on-
chip L2 cache, and a 2 MB off-chip cache. Cache line sizes
are all 64 bytes. The on-chip caches are all 8-way banked.
Throughput as well as latency constraints are carefully mod-
eled at all levels of the memory hierarchy. Conflict-free miss
penalties are 6 cycles to the L2 cache, another 12 cycles to
the L3 cache, and another 62 cycles to memory.

Branch prediction is provided by a decoupled branch tar-
get buffer (BTB) and pattern history table (PHT) scheme.
We use a 256-entry, four-way set associative BTB. The 2K
x 2-bit PHT is accessed by the XOR of the lower bits of
the address and the global history register [5, 13]. Return
destinations are predicted with a 12-entry return stack (per
context).

The instruction fetch mechanism we assume is the
ICOUNT.2.8 mechanism from [7]. It fetches up to eight
instructions from up to two threads. As many instructions
as possible are fetched from the first thread; the second
thread is then allowed to use any remaining slots from the
8-instruction fetch bandwidth. The ICOUNT fetch prior-
ity mechanism gives priority to those threads that have the
fewest instructions in the processor between the fetch stage
and instruction issue.

We assume a 9-stage instruction pipeline, which is based

on the Alpha 21264 pipeline, but includes extra cycles for
accessing a large register file, as in [7]. This results in a mis-
prediction penalty of 7 cycles plus the number of cycles the
branch instruction stalled in the processor pipeline. Instruc-
tion latencies are also based on the Alpha.

2.1 Register Mapping Architecture

For register renaming, the SMT architecture uses a mapping
scheme (derived from the MIPS R10000 [12]) extended for
simultaneous multithreading as shown in Figure 1 (except for
the mapping synchronization bus, which is added for TME
and described in Section 3.2). There are three parts to the
mapping architecture (1) a mapping table, which contains
the current virtual-to-physical register mappings, (2) active
lists, which maintains the order of active instructions and
holds register mappings that may become invalid when the
instruction completes, and (3) a list of free registers.

Each context in an SMT processor requires its ownmap-
ping regionto map the virtual to physical registers. Mapping
tables in existing processors are shadowed bycheckpoints,
which are snapshots of the mapping region taken when a
branch was encountered. A branch misprediction causes the
register mapping to be restored from a checkpoint. With
this scheme, each thread can independently save and restore
checkpoints without contention. In our baseline implemen-
tation, each context’s mapping region has eight checkpoints,
and the thread stalls when it runs out of checkpoints.

Each context has an active list so that instructions can
commit independent of the progress of other threads. In-
structions are entered into this list in-order during decoding
and are squashed or committed in-order as branches are re-
solved. Each instruction that writes a virtual register removes
a physical register from the free list and writes a new map-
ping into the mapping table. A pointer to this physical regis-
ter is stored with the instruction in the active list along with
a pointer to the old physical register, which represents the
previous virtual to physical register mapping. An instruc-
tion that commits from the end of an active list frees the old
physical register used by the previous mapping by returning
it to the free list. A squashed instruction frees the physical
register from the new mapping.

3 Threaded Multi-Path Execution

Threaded multi-path execution uses unused (spare) con-
texts to execute threads along alternate paths of conditional
branches. As a result, the SMT’s resources can be more fully
utilized, and the probability of executing the correct path is
increased.

An effective implementation of TME must be able to (1)
accurately identify good candidates for spawning, (2) be able
to start the alternate-path thread running in a separate hard-
ware context on the SMT processor, and (3) provide efficient
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Figure 1: A register mapping scheme for a simultaneous multithreading processor, with an added mapping synchronization bus
to enable threaded multi-path execution.

instruction fetching of both primary and alternate paths so
that alternate-path threads do not degrade the performance
of the processor. A more detailed description of path selec-
tion and the instruction fetch policies are provided in Sec-
tions 5.2 and 5.3. This section concentrates on describing
the functionality of the thread spawning architecture.

The following terms are used throughout the rest of
the paper to describe the behavior of the TME architec-
ture: Primary-path thread— the thread that has taken the
predicted path through the code;alternate-path thread—
a thread that is executing an unpredicted path through the
code; idle context— a context that is not executing any
thread;spare context— a context that is partitioned to a
primary thread to be used for alternate path execution;fork
a branch— take both paths of a branch;spawn a thread
— create an alternate-path thread;fork a checkpoint— use
the checkpoint of a branch to start running the alternate-path
thread on a spare context.

3.1 Path Selection

We use two mechanisms to pare down the number of poten-
tial branches to fork. First, alternate paths are forked only
along the primary path. This prevents forking from an alter-
nate path, which simplifies the architecture. Branches along
alternate paths are predicted in the normal fashion.

Second, to determine which primary-path branches to
fork, we added branch confidence prediction (as described
in [3]) to the SMT architecture. A 2048 entry table of n-
bit counters, shared among all hardware contexts, is used
to keep track of the predictability of a branch. The confi-
dence table is indexed by XORing the PC with the global
history register, the same index used for the branch predic-
tion table. The n-bit counter is a saturating up counter and

is incremented each time a branch is correctly predicted. If
the branch is incorrectly predicted, the counter is set back
to zero; the counter is essentially a count of the correct pre-
dictions since the last mispredict for this entry. When the
counter has a value less than some threshold, it is identified
as having low confidence. In Section 5.2 we examine the
effects of branch confidence on TME by varying this thresh-
old.

3.2 Mapping Synchronization Bus

An alternate path can be spawned if there exists an idle con-
text. When an alternate path is spawned, the idle context it
uses needs to operate on mapping information that reflects
the state just after the forking branch (which is either the
current mapping region or a checkpoint). TheMapping Syn-
chronization Bus(MSB) copies the current mapping region
between thread contexts. This is a bus which is connected
to all the contexts’ mapping regions, as shown in Figure 1.
If there are between 256 and 512 physical registers, a map
copy requires the movement of 288 bits (32 entries by 9 bits)
for 32 logical registers. A 36-bit bus could accomplish that
in 8 cycles, a wider bus in fewer cycles (The effect of copy
latency is discussed in Section 5.1). This requires additional
read/write ports for the mapping table. Information is read
from the source region, broadcast over the bus, and written
to destination regions.

The MSB synchronizes an idle context’s register map
with the primary thread’s. To accomplish this, the MSB
constantly broadcasts the primary thread’s register mapping
region (looping around the region) to its spare contexts.
Once the mapping region of an idle context is synchronized
with the primary mapping table, it remains synchronized by
snooping updates to the primary context’s mapping table. It



will then be ready to spawn an alternate path immediately
when an appropriate branch is encountered. If the alter-
nate path is needed before the synchronization completes,
alternate-path fetching can still begin two cycles before the
copy completes because the rename stage is two cycles after
the fetch stage. When a branch is forked, neither the pri-
mary or alternate context need to checkpoint the branch, as
the alternate thread itself acts as the checkpoint.

To allow multiple primary paths to have alternate threads
at the same time, the thread contexts must be partitioned,
giving each primary thread a set of spare hardware contexts
to use as alternate path threads. Because of the broadcast
nature of copying mapping tables across the MSB, the MSB
must also be partitioned in hardware. Transmission gates
placed on the MSB between the thread hardware contexts
can dynamically be turned on allowing flow across the bus,
or turned off creating independent local buses on each side
of the gate.

We assume an architecture which can dynamically par-
tition the MSB between 1 to 4 primary threads. Our MSB
architecture has 3 transmission gates located where the lines
cross the MSB in Figure 1. This allows us to create two par-
titions (e.g., contexts 1-4,5-8, by turning the middle trans-
mission gate off), three partitions (e.g., 1-2, 3-4, 5-8) or four
partitions (1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8). We expect that the partitioning
will change at very coarse intervals (e.g., when a new pro-
cess comes into the system), and threads can move quickly
between contexts using the same spawning mechanism de-
scribed, so the current location of a thread will never inhibit
our ability to use TME for a new thread or to equitably repar-
tition the processor. A thread not using TME ignores the
MSB, so we can still have 8 independent threads in the sys-
tem.

3.3 Spawning Alternate Paths

When there is an idle hardware context available for use, an
alternate thread can potentially be spawned. The TME poli-
cies for using an idle context to spawn alternate path threads
can be summarized in four cases:

1. If there are no candidate checkpoints to be forked, the
idle context’s mapping region is synchronized with the pri-
mary path’s using the MSB. The next branch selected to fork
would have its non-predicted path spawned as the alternate
path for this idle context. This is the common case when
there are an abundance of idle threads available.

2. If there exists a candidate checkpoint waiting to be
forked and the checkpoint is on the hardware context of the
primary path, the idle context’s mapping region synchronizes
with the primary path’s using the MSB. The synchronized
idle context then becomes the primary path. This frees up the
hardware context that contains the checkpoint, so that con-
text can start executing the checkpoint as an alternate path.

3. If a candidate checkpoint is waiting to be forked and it

is stored on a newly idle context, then the idle context starts
executing the checkpoint as an alternate path. This can oc-
cur when in case (2) above the primary path migrates from
one thread context to another leaving fork-able checkpoints
behind.

4. If the primary path runs out of checkpoints, the pri-
mary path will switch to an idle context after it is synchro-
nized, allowing the primary path to use more checkpoints.

This scheme never requires that we copy checkpoints,
only the current mapping region of the primary thread, which
greatly simplifies the hardware.

Figure 2 shows a detailed example involving the first
three scenarios. In this Figure, there are three hardware
contexts numbered one to three from left to right, and one
primary path. Each hardware context has two checkpoints,
shown in the shaded boxes. Each Figure shows the paths
and branches executing, along with the current mapping ta-
ble with checkpoints. PT stands for primary thread;AT
stands for alternate thread;IT stands for idle thread. In the
flow graphs, the thick lines represent the primary path thread,
the thin lines represent alternate path threads, and the dotted
lines represent un-spawned paths.

To start, Figure 2(a) shows a primary pathA executing
on the first hardware context, and the two idle contexts have
been synchronized withA’s mapping table via the MSB. Fig-
ure 2(b), shows the execution state after encountering branch
b1 , and TME elects to spawn the other path of branchb1 .
Since the second hardware context is synchronized with the
primary path, the alternate pathB starts executing on this
context. The branchb1 does not need to be checkpointed,
because both of its paths are executing.

Figure 2(c) shows the execution state after a branch for
both pathA and pathB have been encountered. Assuming
TME predicts thatb2 should be forked, the alternate pathC
will start executing on the third hardware context. Branch
b3 is not an option for forking because it is on an alternate
path.

Figure 2(d) shows the execution state after all three paths
have encountered another branch. The primary pathAcannot
fork branchb4 even if it is a candidate because there are no
idle thread contexts; therefore, the branch is checkpointed.

Now we assume that branchb1 is resolved and it was
mispredicted. Therefore, pathB was the correct path of ex-
ecution. Figure 2(e) shows the resulting mapping table and
flow graph after the instructions and branches from pathsA
andCare squashed. The first and third hardware contexts are
now idle, and TME synchronizes their mapping regions with
the primary pathB using the MSB.

After the first and third hardware contexts are synchro-
nized, they can start running an alternate path. Assume
that TME predicts that both branchesb3 andb6 should be
forked, with b3 having the highest priority. Since there is
an idle context and the checkpoint to be forked exists on the
same context as the primary path, the primary path of exe-
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Figure 2: Example of spawning alternate paths and using the mapping synchronization bus.PT stands for primary thread;AT
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cutionB is moved from hardware context two to one. This
frees the second context where the checkpoint resides to fork
checkpointb3 , executing pathD (Figure 2(f)). It must not
overwrite checkpointb6 as it executes, however. Check-
point b6 cannot be forked yet in this example, which is a
constraint resulting from the fact that we never copy check-
points.

Figure 2(g) shows the execution state after pathsB andD
have each encountered another branch. If the primary pathB
elects to fork branchb7 , pathE starts running on idle con-
text three. Finally, assume branchb3 is resolved, and was
correctly predicted. The checkpointb8 is removed from the
second hardware context, but the checkpoint for branchb6
remains since it is from the primary path. Since branchb3
was correctly predicted, the second context becomes idle,
but it contains the checkpointb6 . If the branchb6 is not
selected to fork, then the idle hardware context would resyn-
chronize with the primary pathB using the MSB. But in this

case, TME predicts branchb6 should be forked. Then the
pathF is spawned in the second hardware context, and the
checkpointb6 is removed (Figure 2(h)).

As shown in this example, a contribution of our spawn-
ing algorithm is that it reduces the utilization of checkpoint
resources by (1) not storing a checkpoint when a branch is
forked, (2) distributing the checkpoints among primary path
and alternate path threads, and (3) allowing a primary path
thread that has run out of checkpoints to switch to an idle
context.

3.4 Issues

A hardware context becomes idle when a forked branch is re-
solved. To resolve branches in TME, each executing branch
must store with it the location of its “checkpoint,” which may
be a physical checkpoint or a context running on an alternate
path. When the branch is resolved with a correct predic-
tion, either the checkpoint is deleted or the spawned path is



squashed. When it is resolved with an incorrect prediction,
either the context containing the checkpoint becomes the pri-
mary path starting at that checkpoint, or the thread running
the alternate path of the branch becomes the primary thread.

When a branch forks, a physical register can be used
in both paths, since both paths start with identical mapping
tables. Also, physical registers defined before the forked
branch may be marked for freeing by instructions down both
paths. However, this requires no changes to our architec-
ture, because only one of the paths will be the correct path
and only the instructions on the correct path will commit.
Therefore, the register that the committing instruction frees
is guaranteed to be dead along every existing path.

Speculative memory dependencies also become more
complicated. A load down an alternate path could be de-
pendent upon a speculative store executed on the primary
path prior to spawning the alternate path thread. Determining
which stores a load may or may not depend on is complex.
We have considered two alternative techniques for handling
speculative stores, which are briefly described in the follow-
ing two paragraphs. For a complete description see [11].

The first approach assumes a unified non-speculative
store buffer, and separate per-thread speculative store buffers
(this division could be physical or virtual). A load on an al-
ternate path would have to search both its own and (part of)
its primary path’s store buffers for possible dependencies.
This scheme could limit our ability to spawn new threads
shortly after resolution of a mispredicted branch if it is not
the oldest unresolved branch. This is because the primary
thread could occupy multiple speculative store buffers until
the older branches are resolved. This effect should be small.

The second approach assumes a single unified store
buffer. To identify which hardware context or path executed
a speculative store, we associate with each store in the buffer
a speculative tag of N bits. Each bit represents a unique Id
identifying the hardware context or path that executed the
speculative store instruction. The Id bits are similar to the
idea of context tags in [4], but our implementation and use
is different since TME can have multiple processes simulta-
neously executing. For TME, each hardware context has a
Speculative Tag Id(STI) and aSearch Mask(SM) to handle
speculative stores. The STI represents asingleasserted Id
bit, which uniquely identifies the hardware context executing
the store and the prior branch of the store. The SM is used to
accumulate search information up to the current point of ex-
ecution for the thread running on the hardware context. Each
path following an executed branch has its hardware context
STI set to a new unused Id bit. The SM for the hardware
context is then set to be the SM of the prior path ORed with
the new STI bit. When a store is executed, the stores specu-
lative tag is set with the hardware context’s STI. When a load
is executed, the load’s SM is ORed with each tag for all of
the speculative store instructions to identify stores that must
be checked for aliasing. When a path (branch) is resolved,

its STI bit is reclaimed by broadcasting it to each hardware
context and clearing the bit in each context’s SM. In addi-
tion, a search of the store buffer is performed and if a store’s
speculative tag matches the STI bit the store is either marked
as non-speculative or squashed based on the outcome of the
branch.

4 Evaluation Methods

Our measurement methodology allows us to model in detail
the base architecture described in the previous section, with
the many extensions described in the next section.

Our simulator is derived from the betaSMT simulator [6].
It uses emulation-based, instruction-level simulation. The
simulator executes unmodified Alpha object code and mod-
els the execution pipelines, memory hierarchy, TLBs, and
the branch prediction logic of the processor described in Sec-
tion 2. This simulator accurately models execution following
a branch misprediction. It fetches down incorrect paths, in-
troduces those instructions into the instruction queues, tracks
their dependences, and possibly issues and executes them.
We extended this capability to allow the spawning of spec-
ulative threads on path forks. Both the primary-path and
alternate-path threads have the ability to mispredict branches
further down the instruction stream and later recover. Our
throughput results only count useful (committed) instruc-
tions.

Our workload primarily consists ofcompress , gcc ,
go and li from the SPEC95 benchmark suite. We chose
these four programs because they show varying levels of IPC
(1 to 2.5) and they have high branch misprediction rates of
20%, 18%, 30%, and 6% respectively for the length of our
runs. Our goal for this architecture is to achieve significant
improvement on workloads that suffer from poor branch be-
havior, but without degrading the performance of workloads
that do not. We demonstrate the former by focusing most
of the paper on a workload biased toward low branch pre-
diction accuracy. We demonstrate the latter in Section 5.5,
where we examine applications with few mispredictions, as
well as mixed workloads. We compiled each program with
the Digital Unix C compiler under DEC OSF V4.0, with full
optimization (-O5 -ifo -om). Each program is simulated from
its start for 100 million committed instructions.

5 Results

This section presents the performance of TME under a num-
ber of different scenarios and architectural alternatives. It
examines (1) the effects of different mapping synchroniza-
tion latencies, (2) hardware mechanisms for selecting which
alternate paths to spawn, (3) the instruction fetch priori-
ties used for TME, (4) the effect of branch misprediction
penalties, (5) TME performance for programs with differ-
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Figure 3: Performance improvement from TME.

ent branch misprediction characteristics, and (6) the effect of
allocating the spare contexts dynamically.

Figure 3 shows the improvement over the original SMT
architecture (SMT baseline) of the default TME architec-
ture configuration. These programs average a 14% gain
over the baseline. The TME default configuration shown
in this Figure assumes a latency of 4 cycles for resynchro-
nizing the register map, a minimum branch misprediction
penalty of 7 cycles, a fetch priority for alternate threads of
8+ 4 � confidence counter, the primary-variable heuristic
with aconfidencemultiplier of 4 for choosing which branch
to fork when more than one candidate exists, and a branch
confidence counter threshold of 8. All of these will be ex-
plained later in this section. The default configuration is
composed of our top choice for each of the options we will
examine.

Figure 3(a) shows the performance for the four programs
compress , gcc , go , and li , when one primary path is
running with 1, 3 and 7 spare contexts. The performance of
3 spare contexts is nearly the same as 7. Always having a
spare context ready to fork provides the best performance on
our architecture because it hides the synchronization latency.
Three spare contexts is usually enough to allow this, but one
spare context is not.

Figure 3(b) shows the performance of TME with 1, 2 and
4 programs running on the processor at the same time. Re-
sults are shown for the average of the four programs in Fig-
ure 3(a). The performance for TME with 1 primary thread
uses 7 spare hardware contexts, 2 primary threads have 3
spare contexts each, and 4 primary threads have 1 spare con-
text each. TME does not degrade the performance of mul-
tiple programs running on an SMT processor, but TME is
less effective when there are more programs running, as ex-
pected, because (1) there are fewer alternate contexts avail-

able, (2) the branch problem is less severe when the work-
load is multithreaded, and (3) there are fewer resources avail-
able to the alternate-path threads.

In the rest of this section, single program results use all
eight hardware contexts (one primary and seven spare) be-
cause that matches our assumed SMT architecture. The mul-
tiple program results in this section correspond to the average
of all permutations (of a particular size) of the four programs
compress , gcc , go , andli evenly partitioning the spare
contexts among the multiple programs. For all the results,
the TME approach used is always the default configuration
described above, except for the mechanism being varied.

5.1 Mapping Synchronization Latency

It takes time to duplicate register state for multiple path exe-
cution, and this latency can have a significant impact on the
viability of multiple-path or dual-path execution. Because
the SMT architecture shares physical registers, we can copy
register state simply by copying the register map. Figure 4
shows the effects of latencies of 0, 4, 8 and 16 for resynchro-
nizing the register mapping across the MSB for the mapping
table synchronization architecture described in Section 3.2.
This is the latency across the bus. The alternate thread can
typically begin fetching two cycles before the map is syn-
chronized, since the renaming stage is two stages after fetch;
therefore, we can also get thelatency 0performance with
a MSB latency of 2 cycles. With a latency of 8 cycles or
worse, the performance begins to degrade, especially in the
case ofgo . Nevertheless, the results show that the MSB is
an effective method to hide latency.
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Figure 4: Effects of mapping synchronization with a latency of 0, 4, 8 and 16 cycles.

5.2 Thread-spawning Strategies

Not all branches are equally good candidates for forking, so
we would like to choose the best candidates given our limited
resources. Branch selection involves two different decisions:
(1) identifying which branches are good candidates for fork-
ing and (2) selecting among these when there are multiple
candidates.

5.2.1 Identifying Candidate Branches

The confidence prediction mechanism identifies each branch
as either a low confidence or high confidence branch by ex-
amining the confidence counter described in Section 3.1.

If the counter is equal to or below afork-threshold, then
the branch path is a candidate for being spawned. Otherwise,
the branch is not considered for forking. Figure 5 shows the
performance with a fork-threshold value of 0, 4, 8, and 12.
To gather these results, the size of the n-bit branch confi-
dence predictor was equal todlg(fork threshold value)e
bits. Lower thresholds make the system more selective.
Also, the figure shows the performance when branches are
always considered for forking (always) and when only mis-
predicted branches are forked (oracle). A counter value of
8 or 12 yielded the best non-oracle performance. Always
forking branches gave strong performance as well, without
the added cost of a confidence predictor table. These re-
sults indicate that with a single program and eight contexts,
an SMT processor has enough spare resources that a fairly
liberal spawning strategy works best. About half the poten-
tial increase from original to oracle performance has been
achieved. These results imply that improving the branch con-
fidence techniques used to identify candidate branches is an
important area of future research.

5.2.2 Candidate Selection

When more candidates for forking exist than spare contexts
are available, the best candidate should be chosen. This hap-
pens when there are frequent candidate branches or few spare
threads — a context becomes free and observes multiple can-
didate branches desiring to be forked. We examined 4 alter-
natives for selecting a branch to fork:

� oldest — fork the oldest unresolved branch that has
been identified as a candidate.

� latest — fork the most recent unresolved branch that
has been identified as a candidate.

� next — when a thread becomes idle, fork the next
low-confidence branch encountered during execution
ignoring previous checkpoints.

� lowest-confidence – fork the branch with the lowest
confidence fork-threshold among those identified as
candidates.

Figure 6 shows the performance for the fork heuristics.
The Next heuristic performed poorly. The Oldest, Latest, and
Lowest-Confidence heuristics all performed about the same
for the 1-program results because (1) plenty of spare hard-
ware contexts are typically available with this configuration
and (2) our register mapping synchronization scheme allows
us to postpone the spawn decisions until after the mapping is
resynchronized (reducing the cost of a bad decision). For
multiple programs, theoldestand lowest schemes have a
slight edge over the others.

5.3 Fetch Priority

All execution resources are shared on an SMT processor, but
with TME we do not necessarily want to allocate resources
evenly to all threads. Typically, the primary-path threads still
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Figure 5: Performance of candidate identification
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Figure 6: Performance of candidate selection

represent the most likely paths, and the impact of alternate-
path threads should be kept low.

The fetch mechanism is the most logical place to con-
trol the allocation of resources in the processor for two rea-
sons. First, the fetch bandwidth has often been identified as
the bottleneck resource both in single-thread and multiple-
thread processors. Second, the fetch unit is the gateway to
the processor — giving a thread priority access to the fetch
unit gives it priority access to the entire machine. Tullsen et
al. [7] showed that assigning fetch priorities for threads led
to significant performance gains. With TME, the variances
between the “usefulness” of threads are even greater.

In our baseline simultaneous multithreading processor,
the ICOUNT [7] fetch scheme gives highest priority to
threads with the fewest un-issued instructions in the ma-
chine. It uses a counter associated with each thread to deter-
mine which two threads get to fetch, and which of those have
higher priority. Because the scheme is based on counters, it
is easy to artificially adjust a thread’s priority by bumping its

counter up or down.
The key feature of this mechanism is that it assigns prior-

ities dynamically every cycle. Bumping a context’s counter
up byn means that that thread will only fetch when other
threads haven more instructions in the machine than this
one. This, for example, allows us to only fetch from an
alternate-path thread when primary-path threads have accu-
mulated enough ILP (i.e., instructions in the processor) to
run for a few cycles without missing the lost fetch band-
width.

We examine the following policies for setting fetch pri-
orities. Note that adding a value to a thread’s counterlowers
its priority.

� high-constant — add a constant to the priority fetch
counter for the alternate-path threads that is higher
than the maximum possible value for primary-path
threads. This partitions the threads into two distinct
groups. Alternate-path threads will only fetch when
no primary-path threads are available (e.g., because of
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Figure 7: Performance of TME fetch priority policies

an instruction cache miss). This minimizes the impact
of alternate-path threads on primary-path throughput.
This scheme initializes the fetch priority counter to the
constant value when an alternate-path is spawned, and
subtracts that value if an alternate-path becomes the
primary path. The high-constant value used is 64 (the
combined size of the instruction queues).

� low-constant — similar to high-constant, but this
scheme adds a lower value (16). If the primary-path
thread has greater than 16 more instructions in the ma-
chine than the alternate-path, the alternate-path will
temporarily have higher fetch priority than the primary
thread.

� variable — this scheme adds an amount to the prior-
ity counter that is an indication of branch confidence
for the forked branch. For a low-confidence branch, a
low value is added to the counter for the newly forked
alternate-path thread; high-confidence branches add a
higher value. For the results shown, a constant of 0,
8, or 16 is used in the equationconstant + 4 * con-
fidencecounterfor the initialization of the fetch pri-
ority. For these results, a 3-bit confidence counter is
used.

� primary-variable – this scheme includes the current
priority count of the primary-path into the initial-
ization of the alternate-path’s fetch priority. The
alternate-path’s fetch priority is initialized topri-
mary path priority count + confidencemultiplier �
confidencecounter. We examine confidence multi-
plier values of 2, 4, 6, and 8.

Figure 7 shows the performance of these four fetch pri-
ority schemes. We observe that the performance behavior is
different for each program, and there is no clear winner. The
constant chosen has a significant effect on performance for

individual programs. For instance,gcc andli (with higher
prediction accuracy in general) perform better with a high
constant (a conservative policy). In contrast,compress
andgo perform better with a low constant (an aggressive ap-
proach). This implies that the variable schemes should per-
form better and more consistently, which is shown to some
extent in the results. Not only do the variable schemes al-
low better primary/alternate priority management, but they
also allow the system to differentiate the priority of multi-
ple alternate-path threads. The primary-variable policy uses
the most run-time information. As a result, it has good per-
formance for all programs tested. Primary-variable 4 was
chosen for inclusion in our default TME configuration.

5.4 Branch Misprediction Penalties

Many existing processors have higher branch misprediction
penalties than the pipeline we have been assuming, and it is
likely that branch penalties will continue to increase. In this
section, we examine the effect of increasing the minimum
branch misprediction penalty from 7 cycles to 14 and 28 cy-
cles. The penalty for a mispredicted branch is this minimum
penalty plus the number of cycles the branch stalls waiting
in the issue queue.

In Figure 8, the performance improvement of TME in-
creases from an average of 14% to over 23% for single
program performance when increasing the misprediction
penalty to 14 cycles. It should be noted that the importance
of TME to multiple-primary-thread performance increases
significantly with a higher misprediction penalty.

5.5 Varying Branch Prediction Rates

Our workload is intentionally heavy on programs with poor
branch performance, but we are also concerned that we do
not degrade the performance of programs that already have
good branch accuracy. Figure 9 (the static allocation results)
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Figure 8: Effect of a high misprediction penalty
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Figure 9: Performance for different branch prediction accuracies and dynamic allocation of spare contexts.

shows the performance of TME for three groups of programs
with different branch prediction accuracies. The programs
included in thelow group arecompress , gcc , go andli .
The programs in themixedgroup includego , compress ,
fpppp , andtomcatv . The programs in thehighgroup in-
clude fpppp , tomcatv , alvinn andora . For the new
programs, the branches are predicted with an accuracy of
94% for fpppp , 99% for tomcatv , 96% for alvinn ,
and 99% forora . Average results are shown for running
all combinations for each group of programs. The results
show that the performance improvement of TME decreases
for programs with a high branch prediction accuracy. In only
one case is there a slight overall degradation with TME; in
general it consistently either helps or does not inhibit perfor-
mance, depending on the needs of the workload. The reason
is that the mechanisms for deciding when to spawn alternate
paths uses branch confidence prediction, and it chooses to
spawn fewer paths for the “high” group of programs.

5.6 Dynamic Allocation of Spare Contexts

When more than one primary thread is executed simultane-
ously, the baseline architecture evenly partitions the spare
contexts as described in Section 3.2. Even partitioning may
not yield the best performance. We may want to devote more
idle threads to programs with poor prediction accuracy, steal-
ing from those with high accuracy.

We examined a scheme which does dynamic allocation
of spare contexts, instead of evenly partitioning the spare
contexts. While our architecture has some ability to do un-
even partitioning (e.g., you could give 2 programs no spares,
one a single spare, and one three spares), we have chosen in
this section to consider any possible partition to see if there
is a performance benefit from dynamic allocation. Note that
this level of flexibility would greatly complicate the MSB
architecture since the simple transmission gate partitioning
approach would no longer work.

Every 10,000 cycles, the dynamic allocation evaluates
the behavior of the programs and adjusts the allocation of



spare contexts. The basis for its decision is the number
of mispredicted branches which are within the confidence
threshold. This does not necessarily mean these branches
were actually forked, but if the branch was a candidate and
was later found to be mispredicted, it is included in this
count. The evaluation process considers the total number of
spare contexts among all primary threads and then allocates
the spares to primary threads proportional to the percentage
of candidate mispredicted branches. Figure 9 shows that for
the mix of programs we examined, and this repartitioning al-
gorithm, that dynamic allocation did not perform better than
the default static partitioning.

6 Related Work

This research was motivated by the speculative execution
technique called Disjoint Eager Execution (DEE) proposed
by Uht et al. [10]. Instead of speculatively predicting a
single-path, DEE in hardware contains an elaborate structure
which allows the processor to speculatively execute down
multiple paths in a program. The model for the DEE ar-
chitecture is different than simultaneous multithreading, in
that each of the speculative paths being executed on the DEE
architecture has its own processing unit. The DEE architec-
ture adds to a traditional superscalar processor a significant
amount of extra state registers needed for each speculative
path, but multiple threads cannot take advantage of this extra
state simultaneously as in SMT. As the results in this paper
have shown, the SMT architecture allows for an efficient ex-
tension for threaded multi-path execution.

Our work also draws from the two studies by Heil and
Smith [2] and Tyson, Lick and Farrens [9] on restricted dual
path execution. Identifying candidate branches for forking
through different branch confidence prediction schemes was
examined in great detail in both of these studies. In addition
Heil and Smith proposed the oldest, latest and next candidate
selection techniques, which we examined for selecting which
branches to fork for TME.

7 Summary

This paper presents Threaded Multi-Path Execution as a
mechanism to reduce branch penalties for single-thread per-
formance by executing multiple paths in parallel. TME pro-
vides a cost-effective approach for increasing single thread
performance for threaded architectures like simultaneous
multithreading by using their otherwise idle resources.

In this paper we describe a new architecture feature, the
Mapping Synchronization Bus, which allows TME to effi-
ciently copy register maps to spawn multiple paths. We ex-
amine new approaches for selecting which branches to fork,
predicting when to spawn alternate paths, and different fetch
priorities to partition hardware resources among primary and
alternate path threads.

Our results show that TME achieves 14% single-program
performance improvement on average using a branch mis-
prediction penalty of 7 cycles for programs with a high mis-
prediction rate. With two programs, we see a 4% improve-
ment. Greater improvements are seen as the misprediction
penalty increases. We also show that on an SMT/TME pro-
cessor running a single program, liberal spawning strategies
are most effective, and that dynamic fetch priority schemes
that use run-time information, particularly branch confidence
measures, increase the effectiveness of TME.
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